
 

 

 

 

 

Gardening Club 
 

Task 
 
The school has a gardening club and involves all learners in using the garden. 

What the 
element would 
look like for 
learners whose 
skills are 
consistent with 
different 
columns of the 
LNF 

Nursery  Reception  Year 1 
N.N3a demonstrate an 
understanding of one-to-one 
correspondence by matching 
pairs of objects or pictures – 
Sort picked vegetables into 
types to be counted,  by 
matching them to pictures 
N.M4 anticipate events related 
to elements of daily routines 
and use the terms ‘before’ and 
‘after’.  
Know that it is their turn to 
water the garden after play on 
Monday. 

R.N12 combine two groups of 
objects to find ‘how many 
altogether?’ 
Count how many vegetables each 
class has grown altogether. 
R.M1 use direct comparisons with: 
- length, e.g. longer/shorter than 
- weight, e.g. heavier/lighter than 
Sort vegetables by comparing 
length, height or weight. 
R.D2 record collections using 
marks, numbers or pictures. 
Record how many of each vegetable 
have been picked. 
 

1.N1 count reliably up to 20 objects 
Counting to check R records 
1.N2 read and write numbers to at 
least 20 
1.N8 find halves in practical 
situations 
Split vegetables , ½ for dinner hall and 
half for tuck shop 
1.N15 make a sensible estimate of a 
number of objects that can be checked 
by counting  
Children estimate the number of 
vegetables 
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Gardening Club 
Task The school has a gardening club and involves all learners in using the garden. 

What the 
element would 
look like for 
learners whose 
skills are 
consistent with 
different 
columns of the 
LNF 

Year 2  Year 3  Year 4 
2.N12 find small differences 
within 20 by using ‘counting 
on’ strategies 
Work out the differences in the 
numbers of vegetables. 
2.M5 read ‘half past’, ‘quarter 
past’ and ‘quarter to’ on an 
analogue clock 
Know the time for their garden 
slot 
2.D2 gather and record data 
from: 
- lists and tables 
Collate data gathered by R & Y1  
 

3.N16 check subtraction using 
addition 
Check Y2 calculations 
3.M1 use standard units of measure 
length: measure on a ruler to the 
nearest ½ cm 
Measure length/height for largest 
vegetable and pricing  
3.D2 represent data using: 
lists, tally charts, tables & 
diagrams/bar charts & bar line 
graphs labelled in 2s, 5s and 10s/  
pictograms where one symbol 
represents more than one unit using a 
key/ Venn & Carroll diagrams 
Present data collected in graphs for 
display and reporting purposes 
 

4.N18 manage money, compare costs from 
different retailers and determine what 
can be bought within a given budget 
Compare costs for buying seeds etc. and 
decide what can be bought. 
4.M1a use weighing scales with divisions 
to weigh objects to the nearest 5g, 10g, 
25g or 100g 
Weigh vegetables to find the heaviest and 
for pricing 
4.M4 use calendars to plan events  
Plan which vegetables will be planted and 
harvested when 
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Gardening Club 
Task The school has a gardening club and involves all learners in using the garden. 
What the 
element would 
look like for 
learners whose 
skills are 
consistent with 
different 
columns of the 
LNF 

Year 5  Year 6  Year 7 
5.N17b add and subtract 
totals less than £100 using 
correct notation, e.g. £28.18 + 
£33.45  
Add the income from the garden 
and subtract the costs 
5.N18 plan and track money 
and savings by keeping 
accurate records  
Keep a record of the garden 
budget 
5.M2 measure perimeters 
Measure out the spaces for each 
section 
5.M9 use coordinates to 
specify location. 
Design the sections of the 
garden 

6.N18 use the terms profit and loss 
in buying and selling activities and 
make calculations for this.  
Work out profit & loss for the garden 
6.N18a understand the advantages 
& disadvantages of using bank 
accounts.  
Decide whether to use a bank  
6.N18b  make comparisons between 
prices and understand which is best 
value for money. Present info for Y4 
to consider 
6.M6 use & interpret timetables to 
plan activities & make calculations 
as part of the planning process  
Work out schedules for classes to 
work in the garden considering 
playtimes/assemblies etc. 

7.D2 collect own data for a survey, 
e.g. through designing a questionnaire 
Decide on use of garden through finding 
out the most popular idea 
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